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We study rogue wave excitation dynamics on a double-plane wave background through deriving
rogue wave solution on the background. The results indicate that rogue wave still can be excited
successfully from resonant perturbations with the two plane wave backgrounds. The obtained vector
rogue wave can be decomposed to two rogue waves located on the two backgrounds separately. This
enables us to investigate the superpositions of two of the three well-known fundamental rogue
wave patterns, mainly including eye-shaped, anti-eye-shaped, and four-petaled one. The explicit
conditions for different possible superpositions are clarified by a phase diagram for rogue wave
pattern on each plane wave background. The detail analysis indicate that the rogue wave admits
many different profiles, in contrast to the ones reported before. The studies can be extended directly
to investigate other localized waves on double-plane wave background and even more plane waves
involved cases.
PACS numbers: 05.45.Yv, 02.30.Ik, 42.65.Tg
Introduction— Rogue wave (RW) depicts a unique
event that seems to appear from nowhere and disap-
pear without a trace, and can appear in a variety of
different contexts [1–7]. The rational solutions on one
plane wave background of related dynamics equations
have been used to describe RW phenomena widely, which
is supported by many experiments [8–11]. According to
the component number, RW can be classified to scalar
RW [12–18], and vector RW [19–24]. Most of previous
RWs are excited on one plane wave background. But
there are usually more than one plane wave backgrounds
in complex systems. Then, if the background field con-
tain more plane waves, can the RWs still exist or would
the RW evolution characters be kept? We would like to
study on this question through revisiting on the vector
RWs, since the scalar RW system usually do not admit
plane wave superposition background, and vector system
could admit plane wave superposition form.
Vector RW has been studied widely on a plane wave
background [20–25]. It has been shown that vector
RWs admit more complex and abundant excitation pat-
terns than the scalar ones. Anti-eye-shaped RW and
four-petaled RW were reported in vector systems. We
still choose a standard two-component coupled nonlin-
ear Schro¨dinger equations (NLSE) to discuss the vec-
tor RW dynamics, because of its wide applications in
physical systems [26, 27]. It is noted that the coupled
NLSE can admit cosine or sine type seed solution, which
can be decomposed to a double-plane wave background
(DPWB). This provides possibilities to investigate RWs
on a DPWB in detail.
In this paper, we obtain the vector RW excitations
on a DPWB with the aid of Darboux transformation.
The results indicate that RW still can be excited suc-
cessfully from resonant perturbations with the two plane
∗Electronic address: zyyang@nwu.edu.cn
wave backgrounds. The obtained vector RWs can be de-
composed to two RWs located on the two backgrounds
separately. This enables us to investigate the superpo-
sitions of two of the three well-known fundamental RW
patterns, mainly including eye-shaped, anti-eye-shaped,
and four-petaled one. The detail analysis indicate that
the RWs on two plane wave background are related, and
there is at least one eye-shaped RW on one of the two
plane waves. It is impossible to obtain two anti-eye-
shaped RWs or two four-petaled RWs on the DPWB.
The possible combination of them are clarified clearly
by a phase diagram. Moreover, further analysis indi-
cate that there are two fundamental RW structures on
the same background, in contrast to the only one funda-
mental eye-shaped structure on a background. The two
fundamental RW structures come from the two branches
of modulational instability dispersion form on a certain
background.
The coupled nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations and
double-plane wave backgrounds— We begin with the well
known two-coupled NLSE in dimensionless form
iq1,t +
1
2
q1,xx +
1
2
(|q1|
2 + |q2|
2)q1 = 0,
iq2,t +
1
2
q2,xx +
1
2
(|q1|
2 + |q2|
2)q2 = 0.
(1)
The coupled NLSE model can describe the dynamics
of matter wave in quasi-1 dimensional two-component
Bose-Einstein condensate [26], the evolution of optical
fields in a two-mode or polarized nonlinear fiber [27],
and even the vector financial system [28]. The vector RW
have been studied widely on plane wave backgrounds, for
which there is only one plane wave background in each
component [20–24]. The vector RW demonstrates many
nontrivial properties compared with the scalar RW of
NLSE. They admit two more fundamental RW patterns,
mainly including anti-eye-shaped, and four-petaled one,
which are quite different from the eye-shaped one ob-
tained widely in scalar RW. We would like to check if the
2RW can exist on a DPWB through deriving the rational
solution on the DPWB as previous works [12–18, 20–24].
It is found that the CNLSE also admit the following
DPWB solution except the well known one plane wave
background, the DPWB can be written as
q10 = a1e
i(k1x−k
2
1
t/2+φ t) + a2e
i(k2x−k
2
2
t/2+φ t),
q20 = a1e
i(k1x−k
2
1
t/2+φ t) − a2e
i(k2x−k
2
2
t/2+φ t),
(2)
where φ = a21 + a
2
2 is the nonlinear effects induced phase
evolution factor. ai and ki are the amplitude and wave
vector of background respectively. When k1 = k2, the
DPWB will be reduced to be one plane wave background;
when k1 = −k2 = k, the DPWB will be reduced to be
a cosine or sine wave background. The periodic back-
grounds are similar to the stripe cases studied in a two
component BEC with pair-transition effects [29]. As far
as we know, the stripe phase background is obtained for
the first time in a two-component BEC with no transition
effects. If |k1| 6= |k2|, the background usually describe a
moving stripe background, namely, the background den-
sity also depend on time. These characters enable us
to investigate vector rogue waves on a plane wave back-
ground as previous studies, and vector rogue waves on a
DPWB. Since the DPWB reduces to be one plane wave
background for k1 = k2 cases, we mainly discuss the RW
excitation patterns on DPWB with different wave vec-
tors. Firstly, let us discuss on the fundamental vector
RW on the DPWB, which is the first step to describe
and understand the RWs on DPWB.
Fundamental vector rogue wave on a double-plane wave
background—
The fundamental RW solution on the DPWB for above
vector NLSE can be presented as
q1F = q10 +
2i[a1A2e
θ1(χR + k1) + a2A1e
θ2(χR + k2)](x+ χRt)− (a1A2e
θ1 + a2A1e
θ2)(2iχ2It+ 1)
A1A2[(x+ χRt)2 + χ2It
2 + 1
4χ2
I
]
,
q2F = q20 +
2i[a1A2e
θ1(χR + k1)− a2A1e
θ2(χR + k2)](x+ χRt)− (a1A2e
θ1 − a2A1e
θ2)(2iχ2It+ 1)
A1A2[(x+ χRt)2 + χ2It
2 + 1
4χ2
I
]
,
(3)
where Ai = (χR + ki)
2 + χ2I , θi =
i
[
kix+ (a
2
1 + a
2
2 − k
2
i /2)t
]
, i = 1, 2. The parame-
ter χR = Re(χ), χI = Im(χ), and χ is a root for the
following equation 1 +
∑2
i=1
a2i
(χ+ki)2
= 0. The solution
enables us to investigate RW dynamics on a DPWB.
For an example, we show on case in Fig. 1. It is
shown that the RW indeed exist on the DPWB, and
the backgrounds demonstrate both spatial and temporal
oscillation behaviors. The RW structure is distinctive
from the ones reported before [20–24]. The superposition
RWs admit about 1.6 times background amplitude in
both the two components. Fundamental RW for scalar
NLSE system always admit peak value three times
background amplitude. The RW’s peak value is much
smaller than the RW on one plane wave background
with an identical background density value reported
before. The RWs peak is found to depend on relative
wave vector k2 − k1 and the ratio of two background
amplitudes a2/a1. Nextly, let’s discuss which types of
RW dynamics can be investigated based on the obtained
RW solution.
The obtained vector RW can be decomposed to
two RWs located on the two plane wave backgrounds
separately, explicitly, q1F = H1(x, t) + H2(x, t),
q2F = H1(x, t) − H2(x, t), where Hi = aie
θi +
ai
2i(χR+ki)(x+χRt)−2iχ
2
I t−1
Ai[(x+χRt)2+χ2I t
2+ 1
4χ2
I
]
eθi . The RW on each plane
wave background has been discussed clearly. They
FIG. 1: (color online) The rogue wave excitations on a double-
plane wave background. (a) for rogue wave pattern in com-
ponent q1 and (b) for rogue wave in component q2. Based
on the phase diagram in Fig. 2, we can know that the rogue
wave in each component is the results of linear superposition
of an eye-shaped and anti-eye-shaped one on the two plane
waves separately. The parameters are a1 = a2 = 1, k1 = 0,
k2 = 2.
mainly admit three well-known fundamental RW pat-
terns, mainly including eye-shaped, anti-eye-shaped, and
four-petaled one. This enables us to investigate the linear
superposition of two of the three well-known fundamental
RW patterns. It has been shown that the RW structure
depends on the background field properties. The anti-
eye-shaped RW and MI character in vector NLSE have
been observed in a two-mode nonlinear fiber [30, 31]. Un-
3FIG. 2: (color online) A phase diagram for rogue wave pattern
on a double-plane wave background. (a) for rogue wave struc-
ture types on one plane wave background a1e
i(k1x−k
2
1
t+φ t)
and (b) for rogue wave structure types on the other plane
wave background a2e
i(k2x−k
2
2
t+φ t). “ES”, “AES”, and “FP”
denote eye-shaped, anti-eye-shaped, and four-petaled struc-
ture for rogue wave pattern respectively. This phase diagram
enables one to know which conditions for superpositions of
two of the three fundamental structures. The parameters are
a1 = 1, k1 = 0.
der which conditions for observing the superposition of
two fundamental patterns should be discussed in detail
for systemic experimental observation.
Recently, baseband MI or MI with resonant pertur-
bations was found to play an essential role in RW ex-
citations [32–34]. Through Fourier analysis, we can see
that each perturbation is resonant with the plane wave
background on which it exist. This point agrees well
with that the resonant perturbation in MI regime in-
duce RW excitation [34]. Furthermore, the underlying
mechanisms for forming different spatial-temporal struc-
tures of fundamental RWs have been uncovered [35].
Since the χ is a root of a fourth-order equation, there
are two MI branches which is different from the one
MI branch for scalar NLSE. This makes there are two
differen patterns on a identical background, which pro-
vides possibilities to investigate nonlinear superposition
of different RW patterns on one plane wave background
[36, 37]. The two fundamental RW structures come from
the two branches of MI dispersion form on a certain back-
ground. Therefore, we plot the conditions for different
fundamental patterns according to one MI branch. The
other MI branch can be addressed similarly. Through
analyzing the extreme points of the RW solution on
spatial-temporal distribution plane [35], we summarize
the conditions for these different fundamental patterns
according to one branch (shown in Fig. 2). It should
be noted that the perturbation signals for RWs on the
two plane wave backgrounds are connected by the con-
dition 1 +
∑2
i=1
a2i
(χ+ki)2
= 0. Therefore, we plot the
RW patterns on the plane wave backgrounds separately
(Fig. 2(a) and (b)). The phase diagram is plot in a
two-parameter space which are relative amplitude c2 and
wave vector k2 with c1 = 1 and k1 = 0. The settings
of c1 = 1 and k1 = 0 do not losing generality, because
of the scalar transformation invariable and relative wave
vector properties. It is seen that eye-shaped one always
exist at least in one component. The regime for four-
petaled RW is much smaller than the ones for eye-shaped
one and anti-eye-shaped one. This explains well why the
four-petaled RW was not shown in the two-component
case [20], and it was demonstrated by varying relative
frequency between the two components [25]. From the
phase diagram, we can see that it is possible to obtain
superposition of eye-shaped one with eye-shaped, anti-
eye-shaped or four-petaled one. It is impossible to ob-
tain superposition of anti-eye-shaped one with anti-eye-
shaped one or four-petaled one in the this two compo-
nent case. Meanwhile, we emphasize that the results are
discussed for the integrable focusing-focusing NLSE case.
The similar discussions should be made in detail for other
cases, such as un-integrable case, defocusing-defocusing,
and mixed cases.
FIG. 3: (color online) The rogue wave excitations on a double-
plane wave background. (a) for rogue wave pattern in com-
ponent q1 and (b) for rogue wave in component q2. Based on
the phase diagram in Fig. 2, we can know that the rogue wave
in each component is the results of linear superposition of an
eye-shaped and a four-petaled one on the two plane waves
separately. The parameters are a1 = 1, a2 = 1.5, k1 = 0,
k2 = 1.5.
FIG. 4: (color online) One case of four rogue wave excitations
on a double-plane wave background. (a) and (b) for rogue
waves in the component q1 and component q2 respectively. It
is shown multi-rogue wave can be also exist on the double-
plane wave background. The parameters for backgrounds are
a1 = a2 = 1/2, k1 = 3/5, k2 = −3/5.
These results enable us to clarify the explicit conditions
for investigating different superposition of fundamental
4FIG. 5: (color online) One case of six rogue wave excitations
on a double-plane wave background. (a) and (b) for rogue
waves in the component q1 and component q2 respectively. It
is shown multi-rogue wave can be also exist on the double-
plane wave background. The parameters for backgrounds are
a1 = a2 = 1/2, k1 = 3/5, k2 = −3/5.
RWs. For example, Fig. 1 is plotted with a1 = a2 = 1,
k1 = 0, k2 = 2 according the identical branch for Fig. 2.
Based on the phase diagram, we can know directly that
the RW in Fig. 1 is the results of linear superposition
of an eye-shaped and anti-eye-shaped one. If we want
to investigate the superposition of an eye-shaped and a
four-petaled one, we can choose the background condi-
tion c2 = 1.5 and k2 = 1.5. The dynamical processes in
the two components are shown in Fig. 3.
After the Peregrine RW was observed experimentally
in many different physical systems, high-order RW were
excited successfully in a water wave tank, mainly includ-
ing the RW triplets for second -order one [38] and up to
the fifth-order ones [39]. This suggests that high-order
analytic RW solution is meaningful physically and can
be realized experimentally [40]. Therefore, we present
some cases for dynamics of high-order vector RWs on
the DPWB.
Multi-vector rogue wave on a double-plane wave back-
ground—- The high-order vector RWs have been derived
in [36, 37, 41]. The vector RWs including multi-ones and
high-order ones have been derived and investigated in
details [41]. Similarly, we can derive the muti-RWs and
high-order ones on the DPWB by performing the meth-
ods [41]. Because the related expressions for them are
too complicated, we do not show them here. For exam-
ples, we show four RWs on the background in Fig. 4,
and six RWs on the DPWB in Fig. 5. These results in-
dicate that the perturbations with high-order resonance
in modulational instability can excite high-order RWs on
the DPWB. It is emphasized that the four RWs distri-
bution profiles on temporal-spatial plane are distinctive
from the four RWs reported in [41], since the four RWs is
a superposition of fundamental RW and a second-order
RW. The six RWs are a superposition of two second-order
RWs, it is different from the six RWs for third-order RW
in scalar NLSE systems [17, 18].
Conclusions— We obtain the vector RW excitations
on a general DPWB with the aid of Darboux transfor-
mation. The results indicate that RW still can be ex-
cited successfully from resonant perturbations with the
two plane wave backgrounds. The obtained vector rogue
wave can be decomposed to two RWs located on the two
backgrounds separately. This enables us to investigate
the superposition of two of the three well-known funda-
mental RW patterns. The explicit conditions for different
possible superpositions are clarified by a phase diagram
for rogue wave pattern on each plane wave background.
The studies would inspire more studies to investigate
other localized waves on double-plane wave background
and even more plane waves involved cases, and provide
possibilities to generate RW on multi-plane wave back-
ground in experiments.
Very recently, it was shown that the integrable two-
component coupled NLSE admitted SU(2) symmetry
and proper linear combinations of the solutions of the
integrable coupled NLSE were also the solutions of the
coupled NLSE [42]. The solutions here can be also ob-
tained by the linear transformation. Meanwhile, it is em-
phasized that the multi-component coupled NLSE admit
similar symmetry, and can be used to construct many
other different nonlinear waves on multi-plane wave back-
ground. These properties will be used to direct experi-
mental observations on RW on multi-plane wave back-
grounds, which are more practical in real complex sys-
tems.
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